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images of christ in latter day saint visual culture by noel carmack
offers an outline of the history of the latter day saint use of images depicting christ pointing out influences and tensions that carmack argues
of these images from 1890 to 1999 my own approach to
directed the choice ofthese
this historical pattern is a simpler one the selection of images of christ by
most latter day saints today is influenced more than anything else by the
saints cultural background which determines how they think jesus would
look and the proliferation of these images is largely an economic issue and
a result of a visually oriented culture rather than the consequence of a
focused effort by leaders to project a certain image

the true likeness of christ
regarding a true likeness of christ the old apocryphal letters that
purportedly gave a physical description of jesus have long since been recognized as inauthentic carmack suggests there was a time between 1926
and 1957 when a few people in the church may have taken these descriptions seriously today you probably would not find an informed person quoting those descriptions as anything but an example of fanciful imagination
As carmack points out quite clearly elder bruce R mcconkie
mcconkle elder
james E talmage and other LDS scholars of the life of christ avoided
providing a physical description of jesus 1I disagree however that the new
testament writers also studiously avoided describing the physical features
of the master while one can only speculate on this issue I1 still suspect it
simply never
hever dawned on them to try writing a description writers presuppose that certain parts of a culture will be assumed by the reader and
the new testament writers probably were not envisioning readers thousands
of years in the future 1I cannot imagine that mark luke matthew or john
ever thought that readers in the year 2000 would be saying 1 I wish you
would have told me his height the length of his hair the color of his eyes
and the color of his beard if he had one they probably just never
thought about it
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the influence of individuals backgrounds upon acceptability
in the absence of any known portraits of christ carmack quotes
artist arnold friberg as saying artists have pictured his face and figure in
countless ways 41 up to a point this multitude of interpretations does
not seem to perturb anyone since these artists are painting not the likeness but an idea a spiritual concept for example an artist might try to
portray that jesus is a commanding presence the viewer looks in his eyes
and then sacrifices everything to follow him
furthermore we each invent our own acceptable version of jesus
because there is no known legitimate description of him we all have to
make up what we think he would look like and how he would act each
individual brings to this process a personal religious educational and
cultural background this background especially the cultural aspects
determines the nature of our own mental images and plays a large role in
others visual images ofrim
our response to othersvisual
of him therefore some viewers might
ofhim
like a painting of christ and react positively because that particular image
basically fulfills their expectation ofwhat
of what christ is like other viewers with
different backgrounds might either reject or be disturbed by that same
image feeling that the artist has crossed over a line
A related discussion is currently going on in the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints ronald romig an RLDS historian has
published a daguerreotype that he thinks is an image of joseph smith
latter day saint reaction by and large has been to reject it because the
daguerreotype does not look like the paintings odthe
ofthe prophet we are accustomed to seeing 1I do not really know if it is or is not joseph smith but 1I do
question whether we would be able to accept it as joseph even if we had
strong proof that it is authentic I1 suspect that because we have built up a
certain image ofwhat
of what joseph smith looked like any discovery in the future
almost has to match that image for us to feel comfortable with it
in the same way latter day saints would not accept a portrait of
christ if it departed too much from their perception of what christ must
look like As a minor example those who have had experience living or
traveling in the middle east might wonder at an image of the man jesus
dressed in clean white clothing could a person dressed in white walk
through dusty lanes and not get dirty those who have not had that experience might not question white robes as typical clothing
during the first three decades of the twentieth century as carmack
notes latter day saints avoided graphic images of the crucified christ for
their private devotion however 1I do not think the avoidance was purposeful
pose ful basically nineteenth century LDS converts came out of a protestant
tradition only in the second half of the twentieth century have large numbers of LDS converts come out of a catholic tradition the protestant
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reaction against the catholic church at the time of martin luther was to
eliminate some ofwhat
of what we might call the more morbid images of christ
the cross remained but the crucified christ was removed from the cross
identifying the worshiper as a protestant rather than a catholic mormonism
was born in a protestant tradition in new england and in upstate new
york latter day saints may have avoided images of the crucifix simply
because it was part of their culture to do so

cultural issues let jesus be jesus
throughout time and in many cultures deity has been portrayed as
the manifestation of that cultures view of physical and mental perfection
the same is true of images of jesus carmack has provided an interesting
discussion revealing the subtle tension between the idea ofjesus
of jesus as a model
mental and physical perfection and the idea expressed in isaiah 532 that
of ofmental
when we shall see him there is no beauty that we should desire him this
passage raises some intriguing issues most of us do not think critically
about our reactions to an image of christ for example which does a

particular painting depict the resurrected christ or the mortal christ
more likely we blend both and assume that the way jesus looked when
he appeared to joseph smith and to the disciples after the resurrection
was the way he looked in his mortal life we have a popular view based
on our culture and our society only when we stop to ask questions and
to think about issues such as those raised in isaiah 53 do we begin to
adjust our thinking
As 1I have talked with students during my almost fifteen years of
teaching the scriptures in university settings and in the jerusalem center
1I have realized that we must consider isaials
Isaia
isaiahs
hs meaning if the mortal man
jesus walked into the room would you know by his appearance that he
is jesus would all the people who encountered christ in his mortal life
have seen immediately that there was a unique presence about him apart
from his physical appearance or did only those who were spiritually
attuned feel his compelling power did some people find out later who he
was and only then say oh yes 1I can see that
1I have often heard students say
jesus would not do that or 1 I cannot
particularly when we talk about the nuances of
imagine him saying that
certain greek phrases in the new testament or talk about the historical and
cultural background north american students have a hard time grasping
that the jesus described in the four gospels cannot be easily understood in
the context of a middle class north american culture
several episodes come immediately to mind often modern readers
postulate that a perfect being could not use hyperbole or sarcasm some
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students who hold this position picture jesus as a sweet animal lover who
was never direct nor confrontational nothing could be further from the
reality the gospels are clear that he often struck out against self
righteousness harshly rebuking both individuals and groups in john 5
jesus confronts a group of jewish leaders the usual meaning of johns the
jews and states search the scriptures for in them ye think ye have eternal life john 529 jesus use of sarcasm and irony is strong here the
amplified bible captures the flavor of this statement you search and investigate and pore over the scriptures diligently because you suppose and
trust that you have eternal life through them 51 jesus in this instance is
deriding the leaders mistaken belief that one can find eternal life in the
words of dead prophets preserved on the hides of dead animals rather than
understanding that the scriptures testify of the living jesus and should lead
their readers to accept him as the son of god
A second example is found in luke 151 7 in this pericope jesus
Pharis ees and scribes with a parable dripping with sarcasm
re proves the pharisees
and concludes 1 I say unto you that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one
sinner that repenteth more than over ninety and nine just persons which
Pharis ees and scribes
need no repentance luke 157 the point is that the pharisees
think they are righteous and do not need to repent and therefore reject the
forgiveness jesus offers publicans
public ans and sinners 2
mark 1023 25 contains another example of the problems confronting
a modern reader who is unprepared to accept jesus as portrayed by the
first century authors of the gospels and settles instead for jesus as I
imagine
imagme him to be my students often repeat things they have heard
about the needle s eye when discussing this pericope either they note
that the passage refers to a mountain pass called the needles eye which
camels can barely squeeze through if they are not fully loaded or more
often than not they tell about a special gate in the ancient wall of jerusalem
through which a camel could pass on its knees without saddle or goods
these are defenseless and misguided attempts to take the sting out of the
aphorism and rob jesus words of their edge the disciples are astonwords because they know oano
jesus
of no caravan pass or special gate
ished at jesuswords
ofno
Jesu swords
see mark 1026 only in the recent past have commentators proposed
such an interpretation 3
the fact is that when confronted with jesus as portrayed in the text
without forced interpretations our cultural views and preconceived ideas
are often found hollow and wanting we are separated by two thousand
years of not only history but also cultural and religious development 1I try
to suggest to my students that they let jesus be jesus if something
needs to change it is probably their view of him
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ethnicity christ Is beyond race
since the majority of latter day saints in the nineteenth century and
through the twentieth century have been western europeans or descendants ofwestern
of western europeans and since church leaders with some exceptions
have been from northern european backgrounds great britain and
scandinavia the images of christ in latter day saint visual culture need
of these cultures we paint jesus as we think
to be seen in the larger context ofthese
he would look so he looks like us doing this is natural I1 feel comfortable
with myself so 1I paint him my height or that of someone 1I know 1I may paint
his hair the color of my hair his eyes the color of mine in most of our
newer art christ looks as if he came from northern europe 1I think we
need to be careful in drawing conclusions about this phenomenon we cannot tell if a depiction of christ with northern european racial features is
the artists conscious choice based on belief or if it is related simply to the
artist s ethnic culture and time
ofmormon
nevertheless too much is made ofthe
of
odthe
the notion that the book of mormon
says that jesus looked like the gentile europeans a european from southern italy may be much darker skinned than someone from northern italy
who in turn would look different from a scandinavian additionally all the
terms describing the gentile europeans in LDS scriptures are relative
nephi wrote that they were white and fair like his people jews were
before they were slain what seemed white or fair to nephi might be
different from what seems white or fair to someone from scandinavia
of course another important concept must enter in the idea that the
resurrected christ is probably beyond race As is his resurrected father he is
neither european asian nor african paul states that god hath made of one
bl
blood
ood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth acts 1726
humankind came from one divine source before there was race racial
differences that humans tend to emphasize may
be in reality only superfimaybe
cial and a result of mortality the fall

economic influences and the increased demand for art
in 1971 a shift in the LDS culture occurred some of the official publications odthe
of the church were discontinued and the look of the new publications
ofthe
was changed more and better reproductions of art are now incorporated
providing a significant outlet for religious art carmack mentions that in
the entire year of 1971 only five images of christ were reproduced in the
ensign in contrast to a total of 119 in 1999
1999.1
199911 believe portraits have appeared
more frequently since 1985 in part because the church has grown providing a larger base of people interested in purchasing religious art members
have more buying power and they like the art they see in the church
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publications this demand produces more artists they like gary
anderson s
garyanderson
pieces that means he is going to be successful the vote is at the cash register
carmack also suggests that there is a growing interest in the fine arts
among LDS people 1I think sophisticated LDS people who have either been
trained or exposed to fine art have always been attracted to it therefore
the trend might be simply numerical the growing interest in fine art may
simply represent the growing number of members ofthe
odthe
of
the church it would
be interesting to see more data
one aspect of the increased demand for visual images of christ that
carmack mentions I1 concur with the claims of would be critics that mor
mons are not christians have forced us to reexamine the public image we
project we have always known we are christians with christ at the center
of our beliefs but we seem to have done a poor job of letting others know
that As a result we have taken specific steps to ensure that people understand our christianity just as the logo of the church was changed to
emphasize the name of christ by increasing the size of the letters we have
in fact tried to project our belief in christ by displaying more visual images
of him in our homes and meetinghouses
meeting houses thus increasing the demand for
more art
during the pioneer period latter day saints could not afford the luxury of art members of the church in north america are richer today 1I can
buy things to put on my wall that nineteenth century latter day saints
could not newspapers from the 1870s
isjos
isbos carry advertisements for prints of
brigham young s likeness relatively few prints were purchased perhaps
not from lack of interest but from lack of means if forced to choose
between a loaf ofbread
of bread and a painting most people in pioneer utah would
have picked the bread we have to be careful when we compare the
nineteenth century church with its limited number of members and limited resources with the modern church with millions ofin
members
of ofinembers
embers many of
whom have surplus resources to purchase items that seemed out ofreach
of reach to
a generation born a hundred years ago
when money becomes more available we purchase more art the art
also becomes more a part of our religious instruction because it is readily
available we have more pictures we use them more our manuals are
better paper quality is better we can afford colored prints we are able to
do things that we could not have done a hundred years ago the popularity
of the gospel in art series was probably just part of this natural economic
development rather than a specific effort to accomplish a certain end As
money became more available for religious images artists were able to
provide more art
the increase in the demand for visual images of christ might spring
not only from economic development but also from our increasingly
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visual culture in the first century jews had an aversion to portraying
human images the earliest christians among whom were a significant
number of jews would not have felt the desire for a physical image of
christ it would take a new generation of christians who did not come out
of that background to begin to depict images for devotional worship these
ofthat
images begin to appear in the catacombs
cata combs only in the third and fourth
centuries today we are bombarded with visual images in newspapers
magazines billboards movies and particularly television the faces of
political figures sports heroes and media stars are all part of our everyday
lives and decorate the rooms of our young people we surround ourselves
with the images ofthose
orthose
of those who represent that which is important in our lives

art as a didactic tool
art may be

an effective didactic and inspirational mechanism 7 20
in reinforcing and strengthening LDS belief in the plurality and corporeal
nature of the godhead as carmack asserts however art does not seem to
create such beliefs while going through museums in moscow just before
the fall of the soviet union 1I was struck by the fact that there was so much
religious art my guide was not a christian did notown
not own a bible and had
odthe
the bible as well as
of
never gone to sunday school yet she knew the stories ofthe
if not better than the average american knows them when 1I asked her how
she became so familiar with the stories she said russian kids are exposed
to the museums so we see the art
here was a person who had been exposed to the art and knew the
stories but did not assume because ofthat
of that art that god exists that jesus is
separate and distinct from god and that the father and the son have
corporeal natures people may see religious art and not see or accept the
theological interpretations in it I1 do not think a protestant or catholic
odthe
the resurrected embodied christ and suddenly
would look at a painting ofthe
of
assume that the three members of the godhead are separate beings and
that god has a body
carmack argues that the latter day saint visual perception of christ
biblical literalism and
throughout the last century was born out of a form of ofbiblical
that mormon literalism disregarded the skepticism of textual scholarship
consequently official latter day saint publications adopted
western art that substantiated christs ministry
images from a large body of ofwestern
as a historical reality
20 carmack has carefully documented which
images were selected for publication but 1I am not convinced that officialdom chose these images specifically to support biblical literalism certainly
there have been LDS scholars interested in these issues but I1 think the vast
majority of saints and those who were reproducing art for LDS audiences
cormons have shared with evangelical
were simply part of a larger culture mormons
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protestants and many faithful conservative catholics a belief in the relative
consistency of the biblical narrative from the nineteenth century well into
cormons basically could
the twentieth century catholics protestants and mormons
not be segregated on the issue of literal interpretation of biblical text they
all accepted the consistency ofthe
odthe
of the bible and believed it was the word ofgod
of god
mormons use art to portray christ in a real
As part of this culture cormons
rather than a symbolic way they believe the bible stories they depict the
stories for example the painting christ and the rich young ruler has been
reproduced numerous times but it has hung on walls in seminaries and in
church buildings more because people liked it not because they wanted to
declare their belief in the historical reality and literal divinity of christ

conclusion
images of christ what we think jesus would look like what he would
wear or how he would act reflect more than anything else our general
western culture one young woman is quoted by carmack as saying of a
particular image of christ ive seen this one so much that thats how 1I
imagine him to look 61 1I believe that people generally do choose images
of christ that they are familiar with because of their culture and experiences if one were to talk with this young woman read some scriptures
with her and read about antiquity she might have a different response to a
visual image of christ a more complex view of things what we bring to
the image basically will determine how we react to the image within the
church then the distribution and proliferation of images of christ
become primarily a matter of economics and the expectations inherent in
a visual culture
because christianity has had a long history of depicting images of
jesus christ christian art can be discussed in terms of development styles
and popular trends mormon culture however has existed less than two
hundred years and mormon art much less than that the church is just
of north american western european culemerging from the dominance ofnorth
ture the real issues involved in LDS choices of images of the savior might
be apparent only after we have a longer history ourselves five hundred
years from now we could look back and realize that not much change
occurred in our first one hundred or one hundred fifty years it will be
intriguing to see what happens

richard neitzel holzapfel richard holzapfelbyuedu is the photographic editor
of BYU studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university he received a phd from the university of ofcalifornia
california irvine in 1993
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john 539 from the amplified bible in the precise parallel new testament new
york oxford university press 1995 504
prophet joseph smith salt lake
2 see joseph fielding smith comp teachings orthe
of the prophetjoseph
city deseret book 1977
977 277 78
3 see hugh nibley approaching zion salt lake city and provo deseret book
and foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1989 315
1
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